CALL FOR ABSTRACTS

2nd Annual Midwest Tumor Microenvironment Meeting

May 18th-20th, 2016
University of Minnesota– Twin Cities
McNamara Alumni Center
200 Oak St SE, Minneapolis, MN 55455

Confirmed Presenters and Co-Organizers*

Shrikant Anant, Ph.D.   University of Kansas
Surinder Batra, PhD    University of Nebraska Medical Center
David Beebe, Ph.D.    University of Wisconsin-Madison
David DeNardo, Ph.D.    Washington University
Erin Dickerston, Ph.D.    University of Minnesota
Martin Fernandez-Zapico, M.D.   Mayo Clinic
Patricia Keely, Ph.D.    University of Wisconsin
Laurie Littlepage, Ph.D.    University of Notre Dame
Greg Longmore, M.D.    Washington University
James McCarthy, Ph.D.*   University of Minnesota
Kaylee Schwertfeger, Ph.D.*   University of Minnesota
Paolo Provenzano, Ph.D.*   University of Minnesota
David Wood, Ph.D.*   University of Minnesota

To Register & Submit Abstracts
z.umn.edu/cancerTME

Abstract & Early Registration Deadline: April 1, 2016

Masonic Cancer Center
University of Minnesota

Comprehensive Cancer Center designated by the National Cancer Institute
Information

For scientific questions regarding posters, abstracts or oral presentations, contact Paolo Provenzano, pprovenz@umn.edu.

For technical questions regarding online abstract submission, contact Sue Fautsch, 612-625-6238, fauts001@umn.edu.

For accommodations, logistics and other non-scientific questions, contact Jean Jacoby, 612-626-5475, jacob016@umn.edu

Registration

Click here to register.

Faculty, postdocs, students and other researchers from Midwest universities are invited to attend.

- Registration time frames
  - Early Registration: Now – April 1, 2016
  - Registration: April 1, 2016 – May 18, 2016 (Day of event)

- Registration prices
  - Faculty - $150 (Early Registration), $175 (Registration after 4/1/16)
  - Students/Post Docs - $80 (Early Registration), $125 (Registration after 4/1/16)

- Registration price includes: sit-down dinner, 2 breakfasts, 1 lunch, and conference materials

Poster Abstract Submission

Abstracts for the poster session should be submitted online at z.umn.edu/cancerTME

Participants who want to present a poster can indicate this on their abstract submission form.
Click [here](#) to submit an abstract.

**Abstract Submission deadline is Friday, April 1, 2016, 4:30 p.m.**

For scientific questions regarding posters, abstracts or oral presentations, contact Paolo Provenzano, [pprovenz@umn.edu](mailto:pprovenz@umn.edu).

For technical questions regarding online abstract submission, contact Sue Fautsch, 612-625-6238, [fauts001@umn.edu](mailto:fauts001@umn.edu).

**Hotel Accommodations**

The official conference hotel is [The Commons Hotel](http://www.commonshotel.com/university-minnesota-hotel.aspx) which is 1/2 a block from the conference location at the [MacNamara Alumni Center](#). A block of rooms have been reserved at the Commons at $146/night.

For discounted rates at the alternative hotels, mention that you are visiting the University of Minnesota.

- [Days Inn University Ave. Southeast](#) is .3 miles away with a free shuttle
- [Courtyard Minneapolis Downtown](#) is 1.6 miles away
- [ALoft Minneapolis, a Starwood hotel](#), is 2.5 miles away